
How to Turn Content into 
Engagement and Revenue

Enhance Content

Tech Setup and Configuration

Audit metadata

Upload

Publish

Metadata Cleanup

Review existing on- demand content

Add missing metadata

Replace generic titles like "Q&A" or "Panel Discussion" with specific titles

Change ALL CAPS titles

Check accuracy of metadata

Decide which content to use at launch

Cleanup content and metadata

Ensure tags is in- line with current taxonomy

Audit content

Formats (video, audio, PDF, text)

Length

Sessions vs individual presentations

Elevate metadata

Is all the data entered

Is the data correct

Is taxonomy correct

Audit content and metadata

Types (annual meetings, webinar, podcast..)

Content Cleanup

Cut Sessions into presentations

Create attractive thumbnails programmaticaly (for all videos)

(optional) Normalize audio levels

Annual meeting recordings

Webinars

Podcasts

Other on- demand content

Create automated descriptions using AI

Create automated transcripts using AI

Review descriptions and edit

Review calendar of content

Prioritize content post launch

Identify top 26 lectures (needed for engagement at launch)

Create custom thumbnails for top 26 lectures at launch

Lock the Design

Review branding guidelines

Design user interface for HCPs

Review and approve

Decide on 5 customizations

Colors

Fonts

Featured area on the homepage (choose from 2 options)

Switch on/off async Q&A

Switch on/off Expert Pages

Revenue Engine Setup (HCP Subscriptions)

Create  AWS instance of your platform

Configure the features based on your needs as well as integrations

Integrate with SSO, AMS

Set up email engagement engine

Provide operational support during the launch week

Create an Irresistible Offer

Create funnel strategy

Map out the buying experience

Align on KPIs and forecast

Create conversion assets

Activate Promo Channels

Pricing

Default price

Exclusive discounts price

Add- on price

Unique value prop/headline

3-4 core benefits

Audience

For year- round offer

For add- on/upsells

Year- round selling

7- day free trial

30 day guarantee

Free sample content

Upsell/Addon

Add- on during checkout or use of Thank You pages

Map out and list all Core offerings where Upsell makes sense

Map out all screens

Decide how to optimize

Map our current Marketing Tech

Analytics systems

Page creation software

Shopping cart software

Checkout software

Sales page

Checkout page

Checkout Upsell offer

Thank you page offer

Design

Copy

Creatives

Emails Year- round

Social media

Homepage

Retargeting Ads

Restreams

Referral program (6 months post launch)

1- min CEO video

1- min Demo Video

Set up on- page NPS survey

Train association team us ing Admin Panel

Set up Analytics and Tracking

Dedicated emails

Inserted emails

Cadence

Special promos

Cadence

Special promos

Align on strategy (e.g use of 15-30 sec video snippets)

Align on cadence

Align on placement (hello bar, pop up, banners)

Create banners

Align on cadence

Align on promos

Explain how it works

Align on cadence

Identify lectures and speakers

Agree on dates

Agree on roles and responsibilities

Explain how it works

Align on incentive

Deploy

Continuously improve

Prepare copy

Prepare copy

Emails for Add- on selling

Align on the strategy

Write copy

Deploy emails

Kaizen (continuous improvement)

Insights and Analytics

Improve Engagement

Review results

Propose new ideas

Prioritize ideas

Deploy 3 new ideas per quarter

Measure progress and document learning

Improve Revenues

Conversions from visitor to registrant

Conversion registrant to activation

Average viewing time

Monthly active users

Most popular content

Geographic split

Channel by channel performance

Propose ideas

Prioritize ideas

Deploy 3 new ideas per quarter

Measure progress and document learning

Weekly report with results

Identification of key insights

Understand current email strategy and software used

Revenue from Industry Sponsorship

Review current engagement

Review number of registrants (needs a minimum)

Map out sponsored placements

Homepage

Video playback page

Insert in the email

Align on the definition of engagement

Create pricing

Create inventory of placements

Improve Technology

Create mobile app

Add new features

On- the- fly quizzes

Search within video segment

Subtitles in other languages

"Chat with a video" feature

New formats for weekly engagement email

Refreshment of Featured area videos

Exclusive new content

Monthly Restreams

Identify A- ha reward loops

Reward loop emails (after user achieves a milestone)

Add- on / Thank You Selling

Type something

Add Special offer as Add- on or TY to all eligible offerings


